Home Learning – Year 6
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Week Beginning 4th January (Holy Trinity)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Follow the lesson called
‘Common Multiples.’
https://whiterosemaths.com/homele
arning/year-6/week-7-numberaddition-subtraction-multiplicationdivision/
Follow up activity below

Follow the lesson called
‘Primes to 100
https://whiterosemaths.com/homele
arning/year-6/week-7-numberaddition-subtraction-multiplicationdivision/
Follow up activity below

Follow the lesson called
‘Square and cube numbers’
https://whiterosemaths.com/homele
arning/year-6/week-7-numberaddition-subtraction-multiplicationdivision/
Follow up activity below

Follow the lesson called
‘Order of operations’
https://whiterosemaths.com/homele
arning/year-6/week-7-numberaddition-subtraction-multiplicationdivision/
Follow up activity below

Follow the lesson called
‘Mental Calculations’
https://whiterosemaths.com/homele
arning/year-6/week-7-numberaddition-subtraction-multiplicationdivision/
Follow up activity below

Remember:
2x, 5x, 10x – Bronze

3x, 4x, 8x – Silver

6x, 7x, 9x, 11x, 12x – Gold

https://www.timestables.co.uk/

https://ttrockstars.com/

Write a recount
Write about your favourite time
during the Christmas holidays.
Remember to
Use fronted adverbials and other
sentence starts to add variety.
Show rather than tell the thoughts
and feelings of the people you write
about eg ‘his stomach gurgled as his
eyes fell upon the table piled high
with food…’

Watch Y6 English Lesson 2 on the
school website:

Watch Y6 English Lesson 3 on the
school website:

Watch Y6 English Lesson 4 on the
school website:

Watch Y6 English Lesson 5 on the
school website:

https://www.ccht.rbkc.sch.uk/learni
ng-at-home/year-6-learning/

https://www.ccht.rbkc.sch.uk/learning
-at-home/year-6-learning/

https://www.ccht.rbkc.sch.uk/learnin
g-at-home/year-6-learning/

https://www.ccht.rbkc.sch.uk/learnin
g-at-home/year-6-learning/

or access the lesson live on zoom
following the invitation which has
been sent to you.

or access the lesson live on zoom
following the invitation which has been
sent to you.

or access the lesson live on zoom
following the invitation which has
been sent to you.

or access the lesson live on zoom
following the invitation which has
been sent to you.

Follow up activity and supporting
resources below

Follow up activity and supporting
resources below

Follow up activity and supporting
resources below

Follow up activity and supporting
resources below

RE
This half term you are going to be
learning more about what it means to
actually live as a Buddhist.

History
Read the information sheet about the
Vikings below and complete the
questions and activity.

In preparation, follow this link to
refresh your memory about all you
have learned about the Buddhist
philosophy. There is a video to watch
and some info to read. At the end
there is a quiz to complete.

Science
Think about these questions and answer in your own words:
• How are human beings the same and different?
• How are you and your family the same and different?
• What is the difference between an inherited feature and
an environmental feature?
This link will give you some information.
Make a Glossary of Key Vocabulary:
• Evolution
• Evolve
• Adaptation
• Features
• Environment
• Survival of the fittest
• Fossils
• Camouflage
• Inherit

Geography
Later on in the term you are going to
be learning about rivers. In
preparation for this you are going to
research the term ‘Natural
Resources’.
What are natural resources?
How are they used?
What are the threats to natural
resources?
Decide how you want to present your
learning.
It can be a poster, an explanation, a
series of questions and answers.
There are some resources below for
you to refer to and also an this link to
help you.

Monday Maths:

Tuesday Maths:

Wednesday Maths

Thursday Maths

Friday Maths

Geography

Viking
Comprehension
Use the Viking information sheet to help you answer these questions. You should always answer using full
sentences.
1. What does the word ‘Viking’ mean?
2. Who were the three most important Gods worshipped by the Vikings?
3. How many men could a large Viking longship carry?
4. What did Vikings often drink from?
5. How was a Viking ship steered?
6. What was the name of the large Viking community that once lived around York?
7. Where did Vikings believe that a warrior killed in battle would go?
8. Give an example of two occasions that feats were used to celebrate.
9. What materials were Viking clothes typically made from?
10. What kind of animal carvings did Vikings decorate their ships with?
11. What kind of livestock did Viking farmers keep?
12. Give an example of three types of craftsmen that would often sell their wares in Viking towns.
13. Why did Vikings often smoke or dry meat and fish?
14. How many men typically formed a Viking army?
15. Which Viking God gives us the name of the day “Wednesday”?
16. What materials were Viking helmets often made from?
17. What is mead?
18. What shape was the sail of a Viking ship?
19. How many characters made up the Viking alphabet?
20. How fast could a large Viking ship sail?
Challenge Questions
1. Why do you think that Vikings often decorated their ships with wooden carvings of feared animals and
mythical beasts?
2. Why were ships an integral part of Viking culture?
3. Do you think that Vikings deserve their bloodthirsty and violent reputation? Why/ why not?
Extension Task
Viking shields were often decorated with simple colours and patterns. Design your own Viking shield.

English Lesson 1 - Monday 4th January 2021

English lesson 2 – Tuesday 5th January 2021
Task 1: Watch this video about graffiti:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4GNoUYZhrT0
Make a mind-map in your books and write down
information that you gather. I will share what others
have said, which you will add to your mind map.
We will be using this research to build an information
report.
Task 2: Below are some statements about graffiti. You need to decide whether they are true or false statements:
1. The term graffiti comes from the Greek word ‘graphein’ which means ‘to write’.
2. Graffiti was first found on ancient Roman architecture.
3. Most graffiti artists prefer to be called ‘artists’ and each have their own ‘signature’.
4. Graffiti refers to marks or writings, sometimes colourful, sometimes simplistic.
5. Artists who are into graffiti have no desire for public recognition ant want to see their work around town.
6. Communities of writers who are friends are known as ‘squads’.
7. Pens are most commonly used in graffiti as they create the most detail.

8. Those writers that are inexperienced or new to an area are called ‘puppies’.
9. Graffiti is now so popular it can be seen in many museums and art galleries.
10. Graffiti is still illegal in many placed and you could be fined.
11. One of the first known graffiti artists was called cornbread.
12. Graffiti as it’s known today began in the late 1960s Britain.
Task 3: Here are some examples of graffiti. Beside each one come up with some adjectives that describe each one.
Create your own tag using one of the adjectives.

English Lesson 3 – Wednesday 6th January 2021
The History of Graffiti.
Is graffiti a vibrant urban art form or senseless vandalism? When did graffiti first become popular? Read this
article to find out about the history of street art and hear from both sides of the debate.

Task 1: Beside each paragraph, match one of the following headings for each paragraph. Be careful, one of them will
not be used.

Task 2: Check your understanding Comprehension. Please answer these questions in FULL sentences. You do not
need to write out the question.

1. What name is given to people who graffiti their names?
2. What name is given to a group of taggers?
3. What name is given to a person who deliberately destroys of damages someone else’s property?
4. Why was the seventies an important decade in the history of graffiti?
5. What is a ‘masterpiece’ in graffiti?
6. What was the main motivation for the first taggers?
7. Who coined the phrase ‘graffiti’?
8. How did things change after the first war on graffiti?
9. What does New York city councillor Peter Vallone say about graffiti?
10. What do the Berlin-based group Reclaim your City say about graffiti?
Extension:
Imagine you are a young graffiti artist who is trying to persuade a local councillor that they should open a graffiti
park, allowing others to practise their art safely and without being prosecuted. What arguments would you use?
English Lesson 4 – Thursday 7th January 2021

LO: to compose a glossary
•
•
•

Look up and write definitions for all the words below.
They are all words that you might use in your debate about graffiti.
When you have written your definitions, you should sort them into one of three
categories by ticking the appropriate box
Words you would use in your argument in favour of graffiti (F)
Words you would use in your argument against graffiti (A)
Words you could use in either side of the argument (E)
Adjective
Definition
vibrant
lurid
garish
offensive
creative

F

A

E

expressive
eye catching
hieroglyphic
unintelligible
urban
Verb
scratched
scrawled
etched
splashed
scribbled
carved
Noun
doodle
scribble
masterpiece
Hieroglyphics
Scratchings
Graphics

English Lesson 5 – Friday 8th January 2021
Source One:
Graffiti is marks, scratching or drawings made on a surface on a public place. It is often created with paint or spray
paint (paint that is sprayed from a can). A single mark could be called a graffito but the word graffiti is usually used,
meaning that there is more than 1 mark. Graffiti can take the form of art, drawings or words. When done without a
property owner's permission it is considered vandalism. Sometimes it is just a person's name or a rude word.
Sometimes it is a public political protest because Graffiti is illegal without permission.
History Graffiti has been found in very old cities. For example, in the Roman Empire, people wrote messages and
drew caricatures on walls. Graffiti is also found in many places. Some people do murals of graffiti rather than just
writing one mark in a location. It was used for good instead of vandalism. Probably the simplest graffiti is when a

person cuts (or carves) the name of a lover on a tree with a knife. Today, many graffiti are very complicated mixtures
of writing and pictures. They are sometimes made by gangs and applied with spray-paint to buildings, bridges, street
signs, and other areas. These are often signed with a tag (in graffiti slang, a signature), which is a shape special.
Graffiti can be thought of as a part of hip hop or street protest. It is often but not always illegal. Some cities have
small areas where graffiti can be made. Sometimes graffiti are very beautiful. Some people consider graffiti as not
only something bad, but something good, like art. Some people pay graffiti artists to do graffiti on their buildings. In
the 1980s, some graffiti artists like Keith Haring became very famous.
Modern graffiti was made famous in New York City in the early 1970s by the children of the working class. They
called it "writing," and called themselves "writers." In a 1971 New York Times article, the term "graffiti" was first
used to refer to the new urban art explosion that was becoming popular in New York City. This period of the early
1970s is known as the "Original School." Later in the 1980s, the next generation of graffiti artists is known as "Old
School."
Source Two:
The first drawings on walls appeared in caves thousands of years ago. Later the Ancient Romans and Greeks wrote
their names and protest poems on buildings. Modern graffiti seems to have appeared in Philadelphia in the early
1960s, and by the late sixties it had reached New York. The new art form really took off in the 1970s, when people
began writing their names, or ‘tags’, on buildings all over the city. In the mid seventies it was sometimes hard to see
out of a subway car window, because the trains were completely covered in spray paintings known as
‘masterpieces’.
In the early days, the ‘taggers’ were part of street gangs who were concerned with marking their territory. They
worked in groups called ‘crews’, and called what they did ‘writing’ – the term ‘graffiti’ was first used by The New
York Times and the novelist Norman Mailer. Art galleries in New York began buying graffiti in the early seventies. But
at the same time that it began to be regarded as an art form, John Lindsay, the then mayor of New York, declared
the first war on graffiti. By the 1980s it became much harder to write on subway trains without being caught, and
instead many of the more established graffiti artists began using roofs of buildings or canvases.
The debate over whether graffiti is art or vandalism is still going on. Peter Vallone, a New York city councillor, thinks
that graffiti done with permission can be art, but if it is on someone else’s property it becomes a crime. ‘I have a
message for the graffiti vandals out there,’ he said recently. ‘Your freedom of expression ends where my property
begins.’ On the other hand, Fe
Reclaim Your City, says that artists are reclaiming cities for the public from advertisers, and that graffiti represents
freedom and makes cities more vibrant.
For decades graffiti has been a springboard to international fame for a few. Jean-Michel Basquiat began spraying on
the street in the 1970s before becoming a respected artist in the ’80s. The Frenchman Blek le Rat and the British
artist Banksy have achieved international fame by producing complex works with stencils, often making political or
humorous points. Works by Banksy have been sold for over £100,000. Graffiti is now sometimes big business.
Source Three:
Here are some facts about Banksy, the English street artist.
· Banksy has managed to keep his true identity a secret. Many people think he is a man called Robert Gunningham.
· He started off as a freehand graffiti artist and in the early nineties he was a member of the DryBreadZ Crew of
Bristol.
· He began to use stencils and by 2000 most of his work was produced by stencilling.
· His work often contains a political message (often anti-war or anti-establishment) and he often incorporates images
of rats, apes, soldiers, children and policemen.

· Banksy has displayed his work in several exhibitions, such as Existencilism and Turf War.
· Christina Aguilera bought two Banksy prints in 2006 for £25,000. His larger works, such as his Slave Labour mural
are thought to be worth more than £400,000. · His work can be found in towns and cities all over the world, from
Bristol and London in the UK, to San Francisco, Melbourne, New Orleans and the Israeli West Bank.
· Banksy has published a book of his work, Wall and Piece, and he has directed the documentary, Exit Through the
Gift Shop.
· Many people have been critical of Banksy’s work, viewing it as vandalism and not art.
Source 4:
Banksy is a British street and graffiti artist. He likes to remain anonymous and not let people know his true identity.
He often draws in high visibility public places such as on buildings or train stations. His paintings are often about
politics, war and other important topics. His satirical street art and mind-hurting pictures combine dark humour with
graffiti. The graffiti is done with a stencilling technique. Such works have been done on streets, walls, and bridges of
cities throughout the world. Banksy's work started in the Bristol underground scene, which had collaborations
between artists and musicians. According to graphic designer Tristan Manco and the book Home Sweet Home,
Banksy "was born in 1974 and raised in Bristol, England. The son of a photocopier technician, he trained as a butcher
but became involved in graffiti during the great Bristol aerosol boom of the late 1980s". His style is similar to Blek le
Rat, who began to work with stencils in 1981 in Paris, and to members of the anarcho-punk band Crass, which did a
graffiti stencil campaign on the London Underground system in the late 1970s and early 1980s.
Banksy displays his art on public surfaces such as walls and even going as far as to build physical prop pieces. He does
not sell photos of street graffiti directly himself. However, art auctioneers have been known to attempt to sell his
street art on location and leave the problem of its removal in the hands of the winning bidder. Banksy's first movie,
Exit Through the Gift Shop, billed as "the world's first street art disaster movie," made its debut at the 2010
Sundance Film Festival. The movie was released in the UK on 5 March 2010. In January 2011, he was nominated for
the Academy Award for Best Documentary for the movie.
There have been numerous rumours as to Banksy's identity. Names often suggested include Robert Banks and Robin
Gunningham. In 2004 an alleged photograph of him in Jamaica surfaced. In October 2007 the BBC website featured a
photo allegedly taken by a passer-by in Bethnal Green, London, purporting to show Banksy at work with an assistant,
scaffolding and a truck. From the pictures, Banksy's identity was thought to be Robin Gunningham, a man born in
Bristol on 28 July 1973. Gunningham was educated at Bristol Cathedral Choir School and Leicester Polytechnic, now
De Montfort University, and according to a former friend, was "extremely talented at art".
Gunningham lived with artist Luke Egan. Around 2000, when Banksy moved from Bristol to London, Gunningham is
known to have moved from Bristol to a London flat in Hackney, and a number of Banksy's most famous works
appeared nearby. At that time, Gunningham lived with Jamie Eastman, who worked for a record label that used
illustrations by Banksy.
In May 2009, the Mail on Sunday once again speculated about Gunningham being Banksy. This "new Banksy rat"
story was also picked up by The Times, and the Evening Standard.
In response to reports that Banksy was Robin Gunningham, Banksy's agent refused to either confirm or deny the
reports. Simon Hattenstone from The Guardian is one of the very few people to have interviewed him face to face.
Hattenstone describes him as "a cross of Jimmy Nail and British rapper Mike Skinner" and "a 28-year old male who
showed up wearing jeans and a t-shirt with a silver tooth, silver chain, and one silver earring." In the same interview,
Banksy claimed that his parents think he is a painter and decorator.
Source 5:
The word "graffiti" derives from the Greek word graphein meaning: to write. This evolved into the Latin word
graffito. Graffiti is the plural form of graffito.

Simply put, graffiti is a drawing, scribbling or writing on a flat surface. Today, we equate graffiti with the "New York"
or "Hip Hop" style which emerged from New York City in the 1970's.
As Hip Hop music emerged so did a new outlet for artistic visibility. Keith Haring began using posters to place his
uniquely drawn figures and characters in public places. Soon he began to draw directly on subway walls and transit
posters. The uniqueness of his drawings eventually led to their being shown in galleries and published in books and
his art became "legitimate".
At about the same time as Keith Haring, a delivery messenger began writing "Taki 183" whenever he delivered
documents. Soon his name was all over the city. Newspapers and magazines wrote articles about him and Keith
Haring. Both became celebrities. This claim to fame attracted many young people, especially those involved with
rapping.
They began to imitate "Taki 183".
Graffiti was part of the Hip Hop culture which also saw the start of rapping and break dancing . Breakdancing has
since lost much of its initial popularity, while rapping has emerged as a major style in American music. New York City
was inundated with graffiti during the late seventies and early eighties. But as media coverage faded so do did the
graffiti. Then in the mid-eighties a national TV program did a graffiti story and set off a graffiti wildfire which really
has become world-wide.. That’s the story of today’s graffiti….
Graffiti quickly became a social scene. Friends often form crews of vandals. One early crew wrote TAG as their crew
name, an acronym for Tuff Artists Group. Tag has since come to mean both graffiti writing, 'tagging' and graffiti, a
'tag'. Crews often tag together, writing both the crew tag and their own personal tags. Graffiti has its own language
with terms such as: piece, toy, wild-style, and racking.
At first pens and markers were used, but these were limited as to what types of surfaces they worked on so very
quickly everyone was using spray paint. Spray paint could mark all types of surfaces and was quick and easy to use.
The spray nozzles on the spray cans didn’t work so well to create the more colourful pieces. Caps from deodorant,
insecticide, WD-40 and other aerosol cans were used instead to allow for a finer or thicker stream of paint. As
councils began passing graffiti laws outlawing graffiti “ tools “ , clever ways of disguising paint implements were
devised. Shoe polish, deodorant roll-ons and other seemingly innocent containers are emptied and filled with paint.
Markers, art pens and grease pens obtained from art supply stores are also used. In fact nearly any object which can
leave a mark on most surfaces are used by taggers, though the spray can is the medium of choice for most taggers.
Of course, graffiti isn’t new, it has been found in Greek and Roman towns from 2,000 years ago, the people who
lived in caves drew on their walls before language existed….

